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Intro / agenda 

►About us 

 

►What is destructive, and how likely is that? 

 

►A major cyber crisis – what will happen? 

 

►How to prepare? 
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What is destructive? 

 

Ownage 

Total ownage 

Destruction 
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How likely is it? 

 

Total 
ownage 

likely maybe maybe likely likely 

Destruction maybe unlikely maybe maybe likely 
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What will we talk about? 

1. Detection 

2. Interpretation 

3. Escalation 

4. Crisis mode 

5. Business 

6. Investigation 

7. Communication 

8. Legal 

9. Back to “business as usual” 
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How to prepare? 

►Spend your money wisely 

►Prevention 

►Detection 

► Intelligence 

►Response 
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Spend your money wisely… 

 … assume you are owned 
 

Prevention

Cyber Security Preventative 
infrastructure

Intelligence

Active insights in threats 
against your organisation

Detection

Monitoring host and network 
behavior for anomalies

Response

Incident readiness and  
response to reduce damage

Cyber Security 
Maturity Model 

(CSMM) framework
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Prevention 

►Prevention will fail against certain actors 

►Most organisations live in the 90s 

► Firewalls, AV, perimeter defense 

►True resilience is expensive 

► True segmentation, not everything connected 

►Be aware of weak spots (looking at you, marketing) 
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Detection 

►Our experience: currently almost non-existent 

►Looking back, there were always 16 ways to detect an 

incident 

►Active vs. Passive? 

►Outsourcing vs. doing it inhouse? 

► May need help with small investigations anyway 

► 3rd party will have wider scope and know more 

► True outsourcing doesn’t exist 

►What do you look at? 

► Everything? Crown jewels? Administrators? 
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Intelligence 

►Who’s talking about you “out there”? 

►Which information is already public? 

► Stolen credentials (not targeted) 

► Unintended leaks 

►Use this information to help you 

► Reduce your vulnerability 

► Understand incidents 
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Response 

►Crisis plan 

► Who, what, where and how 

► Contact details 

► Process 

► Important information, projects, customers, systems 

►Practice! 

►Contract a 3rd party for incident response 

► Can you trust them? Where are they from? 

►Forensic readiness 

►Can you work offline? Backup plan? 
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